Recirculating Chiller F-105 / F-108 / F-114
The efficient way of cooling

Three recirculating chiller versions with different performance options for your personal needs available. Remote controlled cooling allows easy operation. Very efficient distillation thanks to the complete integration of the cooling device in the evaporation system.

Efficient
3 versions differing in performance available, selectable for individual needs

Ecological
Saves water, reduces emissions and conserves energy

Interactive
Well integrated into the BUCHI evaporation system
F-105 / F-108 / F-114: Your most important benefits

Efficient
- 3 versions available differing in performance, optimized for individual application
- Efficient distillation due to complete integration into the BUCHI evaporation system
- Shuts off automatically between distillations, hence unnecessary downtime is eliminated

Ecological
- Sustainable operation due to no water consumption
- Conserves energy by switching into standby-mode if not in use
- Reduces solvent emissions of the distillation

Interactive
- Process optimization due to interaction with the entire Rotavapor®-system
- Optimized handling by centralized process control
- Perfectly compatible with a variety of BUCHI products

Complete your portfolio

Rotavapor®
R-215
Excellence in evaporation

Multivapor™
P-6 / P-12
Efficient evaporation for multiple samples

Syncore® Analyst
Maximize multiple sample workup efficiency

Extraction Systems
B-811 / B-811 LSV
Universal extraction

www.buchi.com/laboratory-evaporation